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Chapter 491: Going Back Home 

The next day in the morning, we were almost ready to go back home. The week was about to end as 

well, and it was time to go back to the daily routine... Well, not daily anymore, with all the things that 

are changing and more, it is certainly not going to be the same. 

"Take care dear, have a good day back in the big city, okay?" My mother hugged me tightly. 

"Sure mom, I'll keep on contact with you." I said with a nod, giving her a kiss in her cheek. 

"Papa's going to miss you! Uwaaah!" My father was in tears for some reason. He really wanted me to 

stay some more, but I just had to go back home. 

"It's fine dad, calm down. I'll be back soon." I said, hugging him back. 

"Have a safe trip Elayne." Mary said. 

"Thank you Mary! I hope your husband can come next time!" I said. 

"I'll bring him here no matter what. This time he couldn't come due to his job." She sighed. 

"Bye auntie!" 

"Have... shafe trip!" 

Her two little twin daughters hugged me, they were very sweet. 

"Yeah, take care sis!" Harry smiled back. 

"Sure! Little brother, make sure to take care of the horsies." I said. 

"Will you send me the recipes for the vegan food you made?" Henrietta asked. 

"Of course dear, I'll send them soon." I nodded, giving her a hug. 

Mark and Rita were also saying their goodbyes, and so my daughter and her friends. Everyone had 

grown very attached to my family, mostly because they're very friendly and nice. 

"I-I'll definitely come back to visit everyone!" Elisa said with a smile. 

"I may come again." Elena said, slightly sleepily. 

"And if you don't want to I'll force you to." Anna said to my daughter. 

"Thank you for all your hospitality." Mark said. "I'll make sure to repay all of this back in the future." 

"Yeah, yeah~ Was nice meeting ya'll again!" Rita waved her hand. 

Like that, on Elise's limousine and in Mark's car, we left the countryside and slowly made our way back 

to the city. Thankfully the road seemed safe, and there were no random monsters popping out in the 

middle of it. 
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However, just to make sure things were safe, we left many charms all over the roads, enchanting the 

roads and making them naturally repel monsters and hollows. Like that, it should be safer. 

"Well, a lot happened this week." Mark sighed, as I was resting my head on his shoulder. "I even got 

myself a girlfriend, who would had known~" 

"Yeah it was surely filled with surprises." I sighed. "Though... I can't believe we confessed each other 

while being all drunk..." 

"It was cute, come on." He giggled a bit. "You were so lovely." 

"I-Is that so?" I wondered. "Even drunk and havin a foul breath?" 

"It wasn't bad, you smelled like roses." He said. 

"I think that's just a side effect of my physique developing... My body is becoming half dryad and half 

human." I said, as my finger suddenly blossomed a small, pink-colored flower. 

"Woah..." Mark was surprised. "So you're developing a Physique already, huh? Great Spirit, is this on 

you?" 

"Yep! Want some? You're going to have to BEEEG For it!" Laughed the Great Spirit. 

I reprimanded her, bonking her head. 

"Hey! Don't be so rude with my cinnamon roll..." I roared. 

"A-Ahahaha, I was joking! Joking! Geez..." She sighed, crossing her tiny arms. 

"C-Cinnamon roll?" Mark asked, feeling embarrassed. "T-That's quite the name..." 

"But you're so sweet, like a cinnamon roll." I giggled. 

"Well, fine, I guess as long as it is only you who uses it." He said with a smile. "T-Though, don't o around 

saying it in the mini market..." 

"I'll try~!" I laughed. "Anyways, about the physique..." 

I started developing the Physique just this morning. It seems the Great Spirit did something here and 

there, leaving Runes and extracting Mana and Essence from Materials we had collected before and 

others I borrowed from my Inventory from Arcadia. 

The Physique doesn't have a name yet, but it seems to be slowly transforming my body into a Spirit of 

Nature, or well, half spirit of nature and half human. It should enhance my physical strength by a lot, and 

also my speed, defenses, and other abilities. 

I have to prepare for whatever other foes appear in the near future, having more strength, defense, and 

speed is a must. And giving one to Mark, Rita, and probably also Lily as she'll be joining us soon is a must 

as well. 

"Hmmm~ Anyways, for you I'll need much more materials." Said the Great Spirit. "You're just BARELY 

able to get one. You're pretty strong already though, well Elayne can easily beat your ass with a 

punch..." 



"H-Hey stop treating him like this!" I reprimanded her. "What has gotten into you?" 

"I-I am a bit grumpy! I wanted you two to have segs!" She said angrily. "What's wrong with it?!" 

"S-She's a bit nonsensical." Mark laughed nervously. 

"Y-Yeah... So anyways, which materials does he needs?" I asked. 

"Hmm, I think you have most of them in your inventory. And as for the rest, you should probably hunt 

some Fire Attribute Monsters in Arcadia, their materials should be enough." She said. "As for Rita, it's 

going to be a bit harder? Well you do have a decent amount of Dark and Shadow Attribute Materials, 

but you need at least a C Rank quality Magic Crystal, we should also seek that in Arcadia." 

"I see, alright, noted." I nodded. "I guess we'll be hunting in Arcadia to grow stronger here now, seems 

fun." 

"Yeah, also... Aren't you a World Boss in Arcadia?" He wondered. 

"O-Oh, right..." I said while remembering it. "Well, being a World Boss hasn't done much, it's not like I'm 

going to get attacked by players or something, they haven't really done anything-" 

Ding! Ding! Ding! 

However, I got a game notification in my phone's app, as I opened it, and found something... 

[Your Territory is about to be invaded by the [Guild Alliance: Knights Order]!] 

[Prepare for battle!] 

"Eh?" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 492: Invasion: Guild Wars 

The Knights Order, a Guild Alliance made up of three different Guilds whose Guild Masters were only 

around Level 140 to Level 160. They were composed of the Red Knights, Knights of Vengeance, and the 

Dark Knights Guilds. Although they were rather under leveled, their constant participation in many 

Guild-related activities and the strong bonds shared between all the guild members made them a really 

strong Guild. 

However, as they were always stuck around the Top 100, they have been seeking to find a way to earn 

fame and level up quickly, doing all the weekly bosses religiously didn't cut, they needed to find new 

quests, explore new areas, and make a name for themselves. 

And today, they were about to accomplish it, one of their members had managed to reach the outskirts 

of the Forest of Beginnings thanks to his flying tamed monster, a Thunder Bird King. He was just a 

normal Level 90 Tamer but his tamed monster proved to be incredibly useful. 

Flying several kilometers in just a night and arriving at the area they wanted to raid, the young man 

quickly used the Guild Skill [Summon Guild Alliance: Lv10 (MAX)] and summoned all three guilds 

together at once. 
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It was a plan they had been scheming for over a week now, but once they were finally done with 

preparations, everything was finally coming together. 

Over a hundred Players were summoned outside of the Forest of Beginnings, as they glanced at the 

beautiful and ever-growing forest, and the many roots of the gigantic Yggdrasil tree spreading through 

the land. 

At mere sight, it didn't looked at all like a World Boss, just one huge tree… But it was in fact, the body of 

a Level 81 Player, Planta, who had become the first World Boss Player, and that had also defeated the 

Demon King of Miasma. 

"We're finally here…" A tall man with long red hair wearing a red armor said, smiling viciously at the 

gigantic tree in the background. His eyes were filled with greed. "You might have somehow become a 

World Boss, but that also comes with a weakness, Planta, you can no longer turn off your PVP! Now 

anybody can just barge into your territory and kill you if they want!" 

"She's only Level 81 after all, she might have gotten a bit too cocky with all the amazing items she had 

been acquiring." Sighed a blue haired young man with a fox-like face, wearing white armor and holding a 

sharp blue spear. "World Boss or not, she's still too weak to even compare with the strength of all three 

of our guilds." 

"I'm sure that if we get her down we'll get some insane rewards, isn't it? Also can't we just spawn camp 

her? Imagine all the infinite loot we could get by spawn camping a world boss! We'll get to Level 200 in a 

flash and might earn enough Fame to compare with some of the top ten guilds!" Said an ambitious 

silver-haired woman wearing jet-black armor and holding two magic swords. 

They were the respective guild masters of each guild composing the guild alliance of the Knights Order. 

Level 160 Gaston of the Red Knights, Level 156 Elios of the Knights of Vengeance, and Level 158 Silvera 

of the Dark Knights. 

And behind them, tightly making a formation, there were over a hundred Players, the weakest being 

Level 90, but the majority were past Level 100, already having undergone their fourth Rank Up. 

Although the majority were heavy armor-wearing knights or warriors with big weapons. 

Magicians were very rare, as these guilds usually accepted only knights to go with their theme… They 

were surprisingly serious about it, and the Level 90 Tamer was a very rare addition, mostly due to his 

scouting abilities and flight. 

"What about the NPC in the forest though?" Wondered Elios, looking at the place while squinting his 

eyes. "If they're servants of a World Boss then can we kill them?" 

"Hmmm, the system might have answered that for you." Silvera laughed. 

Ding! 

[You have entered the territory of the [World Boss]: [Yggdryad Planta]!] 

[Your hostility has been seen as a declaration of War.] 

[Due to the opposing side's forces, all of the NPC serving directly to Planta have been catalogued as Foes 

and can be defeated without penalties.] 



[The Yggdryad is watching you silently…] 

[As long as you step into the Territory, the War will begin.] 

[This War will also count as a [Guild War] between the [Knights Order Guild Alliance] and the 

[Knowledge Library Guild Alliance]!] 

[The [Knowledge Library Guild Alliance] Masters are currently logged-off.] 

[The [Player: Planta] is currently logged-off.] 

"Heh! It is all we can take feast, boys!" Gaston laughed, raising his gigantic red blade. His ambitious 

smile reached his ears. "It's time! We'll rampage this entire forest and plunder everything! We'll get so 

much loot!" 

"Good, seems like the game's on our side today." Elios said. "Finally, its our time to get into the big 

leagues…" 

"Fufufu, excellent." Giggled Silvera. 

The army was riding over giant Wolves as they started slowly making their way into the Forest of 

Beginnings. Their threatening presence and powerful hostility quickly alerted the many living beings 

inside the forest, who were using it as their refugee and sanctuary. 

The Ent King and the many other Ents protecting the Forest's surroundings quickly woke up, opening 

their eyes. 

"Father! Players with hostility are coming here!" An Ent panicked. 

"It does seems to be that way, my child." The Ent King sighed, glancing at the distance while squinting 

his eyes. "Just after we managed to free our world from the Demon King of Miasma, more threats are 

already coming…" 

"We have to fight, father! For this forest and the many people inside!" 

"Lady Planta's still asleep, until then, we must hold off!" 

"Yeah- huh?!" 

FLUOOOOSH! 

However, although Planta was logged off… It would be a misunderstanding to say she wasn't there. The 

tree glowed brightly, emanating rich quantities of spiritual essence it has been accumulating in large 

quantities every day, and imbued it into the Ents. 

In front of them and the King, several System Windows appeared one after the other, it was the first 

time they ever saw these types of powers Players possessed. 

Ding! 

[The [World Boss Automatic A.I.] has been activated due to [Player: Planta] being logged-off.] 

[The power of the [World Boss Authority] Title has been activated.] 



[All Allies of the [World Boss: Yggdryad Planta] are receiving a boost of +250% to all their Stats 

temporarily.] 

[Due to the effects of many other Skills and Titles, Allies Stats further grow by +150%.] 

[Several Skills have been enhanced their Power by +250% temporarily.] 

[Spiritual Power, Health and Mana regeneration speed have been enhanced by +500%.] 

"T-This power…!" 

"It is the blessing of Lady Planta?!" 

"I feel so young and strong!" 

CLAAAASH! 

The Ent King suddenly surged off the ground, his old and withered body completely regenerated, as he 

resembled a muscular titan made of wood, his body was overflowing with spiritual power, as countless 

tiny spirits floated around him. 

"Our Queen call us for battle, my children!" He roared, raising his hand as he suddenly materialized a 

gigantic axe out of his own wood. "We shall fight for our new home!" 

"OOOOOOOHHHHHH!!!" 

The Ents all uprooted themselves from the ground and began walking, with newly enhanced and 

rejuvenated bodies and powers. 

Meanwhile, within the Forest of Beginning's depths, Planta's Familiars quickly began rushing to the 

frontlines… 
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Chapter 493: The Protectors Of The Forest Of Beginnings VS The Knight Alliance 

The Red Knights led by Gaston, a Level 160 Great Berserker King, the Knights of Vengeance led by Elios, a 

Level 156 Magic Spear Knight, and the Dark Knights led by Silvera, a Level 158 Dual Magic Blade 

Knightess made their way to the Forest of Beginnings while riding gigantic Black Tyrant Wolves, Level 80 

Monsters that their Guild's Tamers have tamed and prepared for everyone to mobilize quickly. 

They had stocked in many health potions and even buffing potions just to make sure their victory was 

assured. At Gaston's order, everybody quickly started drinking red-colored potions, which began 

enhancing their physical bodies with tremendous strength, though their eyes began glowing redder as a 

result. 

Ding! 

[You've consumed the [Berserker Potion (B Grade)]!] 

[All of your Stats have increased by +25% for 30 Minutes.] 

[Your eyes glow redder, madness is flowing across your body.] 
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The Red Knights in specific were all Berserker Players and loved to ravage and destroy anything with 

immense physical prowess. With Gaston leading them, they were the first ones to arrive at the Forest of 

Beginnings. 

"Alright boys! RAVAGE!" Laughed Gaston, as he raised his gigantic sword. 

"RAAAAAH!!!" 

His entire army of nutjobs rushed inside the forest, only to be greeted by countless monsters that lived 

inside the forest. Not exactly Planta's allies, but that responded to the forest being in danger and 

decided to fight the invaders, as this was their home. 

Armies of Wild Boars, thousands of Jumping Mushrooms, Drakons emerging from the underground, and 

even ferocious Rotten Wood Golems, Giant Shadow Crows, and thousands of small Poisonous Snakes 

from the Swamps started attacking. 

SLAAAASH! CRAAAASH! 

However, with a single focused swing of his blade, Gaston sliced apart hundreds of monsters into pieces, 

making their bodies explode into pieces before dissipating into particles of light. 

"AHAHAHAHA! Is this what you've got to offer, a bunch of low level small fries, Planta?!" Laughed 

Gaston. "I'm going to slice you up into firewood! [Blazing Blood Blade]!" 

Gaston's blood started pouring into his own sword and then setting it ablaze, a sacrificial skill that 

Berserkers had to sacrifice some HP to enhance damage dealt or even grant their weapons elemental 

affinities. 

SLAAASH! SLAAASH! SLAAASH! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

By swinging his sword wildly, Gaston started unleashing blazing slashes, piercing through the bodies of 

the monsters and making them all explode into pieces one after the other. It was utterly ridiculous. His 

guild members saw in amusement the incredible prowess of their guild master! 

Gaston wasn't known as "The Rising Conqueror" for nothing. He might be low level up he had been 

growing at an insane pace after beginning to play the game just half a year ago. He and his guild alone 

had won dozens of Guild Wars against other guilds as well, and his prowess alone was what convinced 

Elios and Silvera to follow him and create a Guild Alliance. 

"That's how it's done, BOSS!" 

"Show them!" 

"RAAAAH! KILL!" 

His followers were his admirers, and much like their idol, they started slicing and bombarding the 

monsters into smithereens with ease. The army quickly made their way into the first layer of the forest. 

"We're getting through!" Celebrated one of the guild members. "Maybe we should set the trees on fire 

to- Eh?" 

A gigantic fist fell over him and his surrounding allies. 



BAAAMMM!!! 

The result? They were crushed into pieces and then dissipated into particles of light. 

"W-What the?!" 

CRAAAASH! 

Another gigantic fist reached a part of the army, blowing away many players into the air and then... 

CRASH! CRASH! CRASH! 

Several piercing spears made of wood emerged from the ground, impaling all the Players until they died, 

dissipating into particles of light... 

"Huh?!" 

Gaston took a bit to realize that the surrounding trees... weren't normal trees at all. They were very 

much alive and fought. The Ents revealed themselves, as their King took down a dozen Players with a 

few blows. The titan glanced at the other advancing Players, kicking them away! 

"BEGONE FROM OUR SANCTUARY!" 

CLAAAAAAASH!!! 

His kick blew off dozens of Players, as it generated a powerful tempestuous wind from the Wind Spirits 

aiding the Ent King. 

"Guuuaagggh...!" 

"W-What the hell?!" 

"Aagh! I'm about to die! Potion! I need a Potion!" 

"Gaston! What is that thing?!" 

"A-An Ent?!" Gaston gritted his teeth as he stood back up from the ground, most of the wolves they 

were riding were killed already. 

"I am no mere Ent, but the Ent King! You who dare bring your hostility to our Queen shall suffer a pitiful 

death!" The Ent King was completely merciless, ordering his children to attack. 

CLAAASH! BAAAAM! CRAAAASH! 

More and more Ents continued emerging from the surrounding trees, they had been camouflaging this 

entire time, waiting for them to arrive to ambush them! 

Their fists, kicks, sharp spear-like roots, and branches crushed and killed many Players. Gaston saw with 

his mouth wide open as half his guild members were annihilated in the span of less than a minute. 

"W-We are mostly all Level 90 to 150! How come you can deal so much damage?!" 



Gaston realized it too, that mere kick took down 40% of his HP. He who was Level 160... It was utterly 

ridiculous. Especially because when he checked these Ents Levels, even the Ent King was only Level 

110... It was utterly impossible for a Level 110 Monster to deal so much damage to a Level 160 Player! 

He was, however, incapable of seeing that their stats were buffed through the roof, being as high as 

+400% their original values. Their power far surpassed a Level 160 Player... 

"Were we... set-up from the start?!" Gaston muttered, as he saw his companions die one after the 

other, like flies. "No... I cannot die like this! I have yet to even reach her!!!" 

Gaston roared with fury, his entire body overflowing with the power of a Berserk, the more damage he 

took, the more his damage dealt and stats increased! 

Ding! 

[The [Berserker's Wrathful Eruption: Lv40 (MAX)] Skill has been activated!] 

[Lost Health Points have been converted into Stat Buffs.] 

[All Stats have increased by an additional +50%!] 

[All Skill Damage has increased by an additional +250%!] 

"RAAAAAAHHHH!!!" 

"Come, human!" 

CLAAAAASH! 

Gaston and the Ent King clashed in an intense battle. 
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Chapter 494: Massacre 

Elios and Silvera's armies arrived just in time to see a terrifying sight. The dropped items of many players 

that were killed on sight, and their "ghosts" which were small projections of their bodies where they had 

died. Usually, Players would respawn where they died, but if they were inside a type of battlefield, 

dungeon, or enemy territory, they would get teleported back to their home base, the territory of their 

guilds. 

So hoping for these people to rejoin them in battle was futile, especially with the terrifying penalties 

that dying on guild wars or against high level bosses gave, such as decrease of all stats for 24 hours, 

losing some of their items by participating in a PVP battle at the same time, and also sometimes their 

levels going down. 

Beginner players had it easy with lesser penalties, but as Players went up in their Level, penalties 

became almost cruel. Perhaps it was to incentivize party play and to not just suicide themselves 

constantly. Based on this, for Elios and Silvera, these people were as good as dead for the next 48 hours, 

or even a week if they received too big of a penalty. 

"T-This is...!" Elios muttered. "What in the world?!" 
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"Impossible! The Red Knights are our strongest members and they were all ravaged by the Ents?!" 

Silvera cried. 

"HUMANS!" Roared the Ents, rushing towards them. 

"Begone from our lands!" 

"Disappear!" 

"You shall not pass!" 

And the worst part, the Ents themselves. Known as pacifist, sluggish, and sleepy entities, nobody could 

had ever thought these NPC would become such war-driven warriors once they were given the chance. 

Their enormously tall sizes, most of them being over 25 meters of height, quickly overwhelmed the 

smaller Players, their insanely high stats also helped of course, and a boost to all their skills ended being 

the cherry on top. 

CLAAAAASH! 

BAAAAAM! 

TRUUUUUM! 

Kicks, punches, and piercing wooden spears crushed dozens of Players in front of Elios and Silvera. The 

two gritted their teeth as they saw the massacre unfold. 

"S-Shit! We can't just retreat now! That'll hurt my pride too much!" Elios roared. "FUCK!" 

"Dammit! Was Planta aware we were coming?! And how come a Level 81 Player has this many powerful 

NPC subordinates?!" Silvera cried. 

Both of them kept themselves close as they fought together against the incoming monsters' swarms that 

kept appearing. They started slicing apart some of the Ents legs and arms, managing to incapacitate 

them while making their way deeper into the forest. Even as they crushed their heads the Ents wouldn't 

die, and their cores were too hidden underground for them to try to find them. 

"If we can at least reach Planta and burn her with the Phoenix Flames we prepared, it could work!" Said 

Silvera. 

"Yeah, it's our only chance- Eh?!" 

CRAAAAAASSSHHHH!!! 

However, in front of the two, Gaston fell like a meteor into the floor. His entire body was covered on 

many wounds, and he was bleeding all over. If it wasn't for his [Berserk's Last Stand] Skill which allowed 

him to live even when his HP went down to zero by sacrificing MP and Satiation, he would had already 

died. 

"G-Gaston?!" Silvera cried, rushing towards him, and picking out a Potion to heal him. 

"Unggh... R-Run..." Gaston groaned. 



"SILVERA!" Elios tried to stop her, but it was too late. 

A gigantic axe fell down over her and Gaston, slicing them both apart into two halves. 

BAAAAAAAMMMMM...! 

Their bodies quickly dissipated into particles of light, leaving plenty of valuable items behind. 

Ding! 

[Guild Master: Gaston384] has Died.] 

[Guild Master: Silvera1234] has Died.] 

[84 other Guild Members have died.] 

"N-No..." Muttered Elios, stepping back as he saw a Giant Ent King in front of him. "Shit, SHIT!" 

He quickly started running away, only to find his entire army being ravaged by gigantic and terrifying 

beasts, a goat, an enormous crow, a purple serpent, a silver scaled dragon, a mimic, and even a mass of 

sharp vines. 

"Fuck! If I die here I'm going to drop so many items!" He cried, looking at the red jewel, the crystalized 

phoenix flame. "At least... Maybe if I throw this here..." 

He smiled as he held the crystal, only to find his two legs being wrapped around by sharp vines. 

"UAAAGH!" 

Elios saw as a monstrous mass of vines with a gigantic flower with sharp jaws giggled as he glanced at 

him, maliciously. 

"Gyehehehe..." 

"G-Get away!!!" Elios unleashed countless spear attacks and magic, activating defensive magic as well as 

many other skills. 

CLASH! CLASH! SLAAASH! 

He freed himself from the monster plant, but quickly realized it had yet to die. In fact it was completely 

fine, beginning to chase him around. As he ran and ran, many other shadows appeared around him. 

They were the Guardians of Yggdrasil, the Familiars of Planta. 

"Meeeehheee!" 

A giant goat landed on the ground right in front of Elios, her golden horns beginning to glow brightly as 

they unleashed zaps of lightning against him! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! SPAARK! 

"UAAAGGGH...!" 

Elios took several hits and evaded a few with his high-speed build. However, that only prolonged his 

suffering as giant sharp black feathers fell over his body, slicing it apart! 



SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"Unnggh?!" 

And then, a giant walking mushroom showed up at his left, opening its jaws and swallowing him whole. 

"Gulp... Gyogyoh..." 

As he was melting inside the mushroom's stomach, Elios started doubting his life choices, and learned a 

valuable lesson, to never judge a Player by their Level... 

When Gaston, Elios, and Silvera were revived once more, they arrived inside their guild quarters. All the 

alliance members were appearing one after the other in the building, lamenting their lost. 

Gaston in specific was furious. 

"FUCK!!! What kind of fucking cheat was that?! She's a cheater! She hacked the fucking game!!!" Gaston 

cried, hitting the floor, and shattering it apart. "And.. I lost my damn sword! It was a fucking Mythic 

Item! A-And I lost 10 Levels?! AAAAGGGGHHHHH!!!" 

"E-Elios! You're back..." Silvera said. "I only lost my armor but is the Crystalized Phoenix Flame fine?! You 

didn't lose it, right? Right?!" 

"A-Ah..." Elios checked his Inventory. 

The crystal was not there. 

"...Fuck." 

"YOU FUCKER! Don't you know how much it fucking cost?!" Silvera cried, beginning to hit the ground like 

Gaston. 

"I-I'm sorry..." Elios sighed. 

The three guild masters sighed. 

"We've been completely outplayed..." 
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Chapter 495: Logging-In Back To A Massacre 

The message I got really made me panic! It meant my territory was being attacked by Players! Now that 

I am not there right now, it wasn't as if I could even do much. Mark hurried with his car as much as we 

could, but ultimately, it still took around half an hour to reach home. 

When we finally got back home, I told my daughter I was going to sleep for the rest of the morning, and 

Mark and Rita fled to their homes as well. I was the first one to log-in back into Brand New Life Online. 

Ding! 

[Welcome Back, Planta!] 
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[Your [Yggdryad's World Tree Seedling (Divine Grade): Level 3] has grew twenty meters larger, and its 

roots have expanded over seventy meters through the underground. The Forest of Beginnings, your 

[Territory] has expanded.] 

[All of your Territory inhabitants seem to be rather happy that you've successfully protected your 

territory.] 

[You have collected +25600 Community Points. You can use Community Points to improve your 

[Territory]] 

[Your influence as a World Boss is expanding, you have defeated a large quantity of Players, and your 

might as a World Boss has been shown to the world.] 

[You have collected +2650 World Boss Points. You can spend World Boss Points to exchange for amazing 

rewards in the [World Boss Store]] 

"Agh! I'm back! How's everything going?!" I quickly ran towards the outskirts of the city, spreading 

through the ground and then emerging outside… Only to find all of my people collecting large quantities 

of equipment and items. 

Amongst them, there were the fairies, brownies, gnomes, and the Ents… And even my Familiars were 

walking around, watching out for other threats. 

But… where are the Players? 

I am pretty sure a Guild Alliance came to kill me but… 

"Oh, Lady Planta, you've finally arrived!" Said the Ent King. "Welcome back. It seems you've slept quite a 

lot. Don't worry, we were able to protect your home with the power of your magic boosting us." 

"The what?!" I asked in surprise. "Wait… Ent King, don't tell me you guys… Belle too? E-Everyone?" 

"Meehee!" Belle began licking my face, she had been missing me. 

"Oh yeah, the fairies, brownies and gnomes arrived just recently to give us a hand." Said the Ent King. 

"Me and my children managed to fend off the threat." 

"E-Ehh? But they were Level 160, you know?" I asked. 

"Oh yes! We knew." The Ents nodded. 

"But thanks to the power you irradiated, we were able to win no matter the strength of our opponents." 

Said another Ent. 

"The power…?" I asked. 

It has been only a week since I haven't been here but I seem to have forgotten I had such power… Then I 

checked the Titles and… there it was. It wasn't within my Skills; it was in the [World Boss Authority] Title. 

[World Boss Authority] 

Acquisition Conditions: Be Selected as a World Boss by the Administrators and the System. 



Equip Bonus: Every single thing you do will affect the [World's History] and Intervene with the [Fate's 

Matrix]. You can no longer turn off PVP. If an opposing force attacks your [Territory], All Stats +1000% 

and Ally Stats +250% for as long as the battle continues. While Leveling, Stat Growth and Skill Points and 

Stat Points earned +100%. You can now access special [World Boss Quests], the [World Boss Skill Tree], 

and the [World Boss Exclusive Shop]. You can now accumulate World Boss Points (WBP) to purchase 

from the [World Boss Exclusive Shop]. This Title Effects are always active. 

A Title that has never been given before to a Player. It contains the basic powers of a World Boss, while 

also adding new Effects and Abilities specifically designed by the System and the Administrators. With 

them, they hope that you can become strong enough to protect this world from the incoming World 

Bosses. Beware, some Players may try to hunt you. 

And there it was… I receive a 1000% enhancement to my stats and my allies get a +250%! I guess this 

was the reason they won even against Level 160 foes. These enhancements are ridiculous though. 

I can't believe we defeated a Guild Alliance of such a size as the Knight's Order while I was logged off. It 

feels like it was done automatically, like those idle games that are popular on phones nowadays… 

And then, I checked the Systems Windows, which kept pestering me since I logged in. 

Ding! 

[Your Territory is about to be invaded by the [Guild Alliance: Knights Order]!] 

[Prepare for battle! Their Great Hostility has been qualified as a Declaration of War.] 

[Due to your Authority as a World Boss, all NPC serving you directly have been catalogued as Foes to 

your Enemies and can be defeated without penalties.] 

[As long as the enemy step into your Territory, the War will begin.] 

[This War will also count as a [Guild War] between the [Knights Order Guild Alliance] and the 

[Knowledge Library Guild Alliance]!] 

[The [Knowledge Library Guild Alliance] Masters are currently logged-off.] 

[The [Player: Planta] is currently logged-off.] 

[The [World Boss Automatic A.I.] has been activated due to [Player: Planta] being logged-off.] 

[The power of the [World Boss Authority] Title has been activated.] 

[All Allies of the [World Boss: Yggdryad Planta] are receiving a boost of +250% to all their Stats 

temporarily.] 

[Due to the effects of many other Skills and Titles, Allies Stats further grow by +150%.] 

[Several Skills have been enhanced their Power by +250% temporarily.] 

[Spiritual Power, Health and Mana regeneration speed have been enhanced by +500%.] 

[Guild Master: Gaston384] has Died.] 



[Guild Master: Silvera1234] has Died.] 

[Guild Master: Elios69] has Died.] 

[All [Knights Order] Guild Alliance Members Participating in the Guild War have died.] 

[Your Army has managed to fend off the threat!] 

[Congratulations! You've won your first Guild War!] 

[The Losing Side will receive a Penalty for initiating an attack in a non-Guild War Event.] 

[All Participating Members of the [Knights Order] Guild Alliance have lost 2 Random Pieces of Equipment 

equipped in their bodies, 2 Random Items in their Inventory, 5 to 10 Random Levels, and all of their 

Skills have lost 2 Levels, while their Stats have decreased by -30% for 7 Days.] 

"Oh god…" 
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Ding! 

[Guild Master: Gaston384] has Died.] 

[Guild Master: Silvera1234] has Died.] 

[Guild Master: Elios69] has Died.] 

[All [Knights Order] Guild Alliance Members Participating in the Guild War have died.] 

[Your Army has managed to fend off the threat!] 

[Congratulations! You've won your first Guild War!] 

[The Losing Side will receive a Penalty for initiating an attack in a non-Guild War Event.] 

[All Participating Members of the [Knights Order] Guild Alliance have lost 2 Random Pieces of Equipment 

equipped in their bodies, 2 Random Items in their Inventory, 5 to 10 Random Levels, and all of their 

Skills have lost 2 Levels, while their Stats have decreased by -30% for 7 Days.] 

Right in front of me, I saw as all the members died really quickly. And the worst part is that they 

received terrifying penalties. Is this because they incited a Guild War and not just conventional PVP? 

Well, in these cases the losing side always loses something. 

Mark also told me that as we level up higher, penalties for dying against players became much more 

terrible. They're especially horrible when the losing side is the one that incited the violence first. I guess 

the game makes sure to punish those that tried to find out and started messing around instead. 

Ding! 

[The [World Knowledge Library] has won the Guild Alliance War against the [Knight's Order] Guild 

Alliance!] 
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[Your Alliance has been registered in the Guild War Rankings!] 

[Your Guild has been registered in the Guild Rankings!] 

[The [Forest of Beginnings] Guild has risen to Rank 108!] 

[The [Forest of Beginnings] Guild has earned +250000 Guild Contribution.] 

[Due to the penalty on the [Knight's Order] Guild Alliance, the [Forest of Beginnings] Guild has taken 

20% of the Guild Alliance's total contributions, you've earned an additional +450000 Guild Contribution.] 

[Current Guild Contribution]: [700000/50000] 

[You can now Level Up your Guild using Guild Contribution.] 

[The Guild Master of the [Forest of Beginnings] has earned the [Guild Victory Prize (S Grade)] x1!] 

[As the World Boss, you've defeated your foes and drained their powers to become stronger.] 

[All your Stats have increased by +50] 

[You have earned 1250000 EXP] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[LEVEL UP!] 

[Your Level has increased from Level 81 to Level 88!] 

[All Your Stats have increased.] 

[You earned Stat Points and Skill Points.] 

[You have indirectly killed over a hundred Players.] 

[You acquired the [PVP Master] Title!] 

[PVP Master] 

Acquisition Conditions: Kill 100 Players through PVP. 

Equip Bonus: Increases Damage against other Players through PVP by +10%. Increases Damage against 

Players of higher Level than you by +20%. When your HP hits below 50%, your STR and VIT Stats increase 

by +25%. 

A Title granted to true monsters that hunt players with no end in sight! You're such a savage you've slain 

over a hundred players and you're ready to take down even more of them. This Title Effects are active at 

all times, even without equipping the Title. 

[An outstanding achievement!] 

[Your STR and VIT have increased by +50!] 



"T-This is insane…" I was surprised. "I didn't do a single thing though…" 

Honestly, I felt a bit guilty of getting so much power off doing absolutely nothing. Nonetheless, it wasn't 

as if our opposing side was any better. They simply received a fair retribution, I suppose. 

The other Guild Master of my alliance are logged off though, so I'll have to wait until they log in to tell 

them about this… Dark Reaper and her friends are probably going to log-in very soon though. 

I bet my daughter is going to get frustrated she didn't get to kill a few of them. Her Level was pretty high 

so she could had probably devastated them even without buffs. 

"Lady Planta! Phew… I came rushing here as soon as I heard what happened!" Suddenly, Acorn 

appeared behind me, alongside Florie, Nieve, and the Fairy Queen Titania. 

"Oh, Acorn! Everyone! I just came back and I saw all of this…" I sighed. 

"I can understand how you feel. When I heard a war against players happened here I also panicked, but 

just as we've arrived… It appears everything is now done, and it feels like nothing really happened." 

Titania was flabbergasted. 

"Lady Planta I missed you!" Florie said, flying towards me and hugging me. 

"Hehehe, I also missed you, Florie. How have you been so far?" I asked. 

"Fine!" Florie said happily. "I've been learning more about how to control my magic with Queen Titania, 

and I also have begun swordsmanship classes with big sis!" 

"Ohh, I see! What about Acorn and Nieve? And Titania?" I wondered. 

"The same, we've been slowly rebuilding the Queendom and I've also been training myself. You know? I 

used to be the strongest Magic Swordswoman back then… But I've grown very rusty." Sighed Titania. "I 

just want to be stronger, to be more useful and to fight better for my home." 

"Well that's nice to hear!" I giggled. "I'm looking forward to seeing you fight with a sword then." 

"I-I am still practicing…" Titania blushed a bit, getting slightly embarrassed. "It might take a while for me 

to actually get better at it." 

"Hahaha, I'll be rooting for you then!" I raised my arms. "And what about fluffy Acorn?" 

"D-Don't call me fluffy! I am going to soon be ascended as the Village Chief!" Said Acorn. 

"E-Eh?! Really?" I asked in surprise. 

"Grandpa said he is too tired to work as one anymore, so he decided to give me the responsibility to 

me…" Acorn sighed. "I've been learning a lot from him this week, but I think I need some more practice… 

I-I am honestly not that confident." 

"I think you would make an amazing village chief, Acorn, you should trust in yourself some more." I said. 

"Maybe we can later talk it out and see if I can help." 

"R-Really?! It would be a huge help!" Acorn wagged his tail happily. 



"And Nieve?" I asked. 

"Oh, nothing much." Nieve said. 

"Actually, big sis' been trying to get better at cooking but she's terrible." Florie whispered to me. 

"Oh my… Maybe she can take some cooking classes with me!" I said. 

"F-Florie! I told you to not tell Lady Planta about that! She's plenty busy already!" Nieve sighed. 

"Hehe, don't be so considerate, it's fine~" I gave her a head pat. 

Ding! 

[Player: Achlys] has logged-in] 

[Player: Titan] has logged-in] 

[Player: Lily] has logged-in] 

[Player: DarkReaper] has logged-in…] 

"Ooh! Good timing, everybody just logged-in!" 
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Ding! 

[Player: Achlys] has logged-in] 

[Player: Titan] has logged-in] 

[Player: Lily] has logged-in] 

[Player: DarkReaper] has logged-in…] 

Everybody logged-in rather quickly after I did. It seemed they probably also received the notifications. I 

wanted to go see Lily before even logging-in myself, but I guess that'll have to wait for a bit. 

We decided to gather in the village around the Yggdrasil's Roots. Once we gathered together, I explained 

what happened to everyone while also putting all the items we got from the Players that died. 

There were many amazing armor pieces, weapons, and items of all sorts. Mostly a lot of potions. There 

were these weird Berserk Potions that increased Stats by a lot but made you go mad, and there was this 

one huge red sword of Mythic Rank for Berserk Classes. 

Oh, and a little crystal named "Crystalized Phoenix Flame" which was A Grade in quality! According to 

the Ent King, the Guild Masters of the Alliance that attacked us tried to use this to set my roots ablaze, 

but they got killed by my Familiars before that could ever happen. 

I guess they had planned a rather good strategy… but at the end it was futile. Maybe they should had 

brought something that cancelled stat buffs? Wait, something like that exists? 
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"I-I can't believe I missed this opportunity! AAAGH! If I had logged-in just a little earlier!" DarkReaper 

said, hitting the table. 

"A-Ahahaha… Come on, you're overexaggerating a bit…" RedPhoenix said, whose real identity was Anna. 

"Heh! I couldn't had expected anything from our newest addition to our team! Planta your servants 

have done a fine job at protecting our Kingdom." GoldenLady said with a giggle. "Hohohoho!" It was 

really obvious it was the lovable Elisa… 

"S-So the Authority of the World Boss carried the Ents and the Familiars to victory, insane." Titan said. "I 

guess we won't have to worry if we are logged-off anyways, that's a relief." 

"Though I do wonder if they'll come back for revenge… Maybe other Guilds will try to conquer us, 

maybe just buffs won't do it next time if they're high level enough." DarkReaper said. 

"Indeed, if this is a Territory, it should be possible to strengthen it through the Territory System, right 

Planta?" Asked Titan. "We should start with something that stops people from just barging in easily. 

Building a giant Wall would be great… Also perhaps create a group of people that could maintain the 

walls security and use long-ranged magic weapons to defend our territory from incoming attacks." 

"I agree." Nodded Achlys while looking at the loot. "Ehehehe, hey Planta, do you think we can make 

some good cash if we sell this out?" 

"I think so, yeah." I nodded. "I've seen that the game allows for transactions and trades of items using 

real life money too, we could put these on the sale on the auction… Ah, but I still feel a bit bad…" 

"Don't feel bad about it! Those idiots brought it upon themselves." Achlys laughed. "They got what they 

deserved! Hehehe… And now we're gonna ramp up some cents." 

"Achlys this is all belonging to Planta, she was the one that used her powers and familiars to defeat the 

Players…" Titan said. 

"A-Ah… But I can't get even a penny?" Achlys got a bit cocky. 

"W-Well I guess I could share the spoils of war… It was our guild's victory." I said with a smile. 

"Oh and I am sure you're going to love this too!" Suddenly, my Guide appeared in front of all of us, 

showing us a video he just uploaded to the internet… 

In the video, it showed how the entire guild alliance was massacred by the Ents one after the other, and 

how the Familiars killed the last one, named Elios, rather mercilessly. Watching this felt like a horror 

movie to be honest. 

"Guide! You took a video?!" I asked. 

"I was still editing it a bit, hehe." He giggled. "Sorry, sorry~ I just want to make you popular, that's all!" 

"B-But at least ask me before doing this!" I facepalmed. 

"It's already on the internet… Wow, it's getting views quickly." Said DarkReaper. 

"What's the Title? I can't find it…" GoldenLady said. 



"It's named ["Don't Mess With the Forest of Beginnings Guild! How the Knight's Order Guild got Swept 

by NPC~"]…" RedPhoenix said. 

I checked it myself with Titan and Achlys, it was uploaded like 30 minutes ago and it already had 50k 

views… It was insane. And they were increasing constantly! 

"T-The comments are wild!" Achlys said. 

"You're so famous now, Planta…" Lily said in surprise. 

"Some are saying quite offensive stuff." Said Titan. 

I started reading some comments and… yeah. 

[Comments: 648] 

[ShiroNeko]: [I can't believe they let this woman hack the game like this! What are the game devs 

doing?! Even if she somehow got the World Boss Title there's no way she would win so easily using just 

NPC! FUCK THIS BITCH!] 

[Reply]: [ChadSage]: [Hahaha I bet you're a member of the Knights Order Alliance, get fucked noob.] 

[Reply]: [OneCentHero]: [Bro's malding so hard rn fr] 

[Reply]: [LaughSomeMore]: [How to tell everyone you're one of the guild masters of the Knight's Order 

Alliance without telling you're one of the guild masters of the Knight's Order Alliance.] 

[BlazingAxe]: [Amazing, Player Planta must have acquired this power as rewards for doing many amazing 

feats since the beginning of the game. It does looks crazy, but a lot of my friends have reported her 

multiple times already and the developers always say she is playing fairly and legally.] 

[Reply]: [Fucknut]: [Shut the fuck up.] 

[Reply]: [OneCentHero]: [Bro Fucknut's seething] 

[WatcherofHeaven]: [Interesting, I am looking forward to one day have a match against her in the Guild 

Wars! Planta seems to be an amazing super rookie already!] 

[Reply]: [Pig]: [Holy shit the Rank 2 Player…] 

[Reply]: [NoMoreSmoothiesPlz]: [The next Guild Wars and PVP Colosseum will be insane.] 

"I-Indeed, there's a lot of comments… There's even the Second Rank Player…" I was slightly surprised. 
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Now, we primarily need to do a lot of tasks here, but the first one is to find materials suitable for Mark 

and Rita's Physiques. 

I think this Crystallized Phoenix Flame could work, but the Grade is too high, I cannot retrieve it back to 

Earth yet. 
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Though perhaps I could crush it into tiny pieces, and those pieces may descend in quality? I'll have to try 

that out later. 

The second task is to go to the Luminous Kingdom, where the Demon King had influenced, it is the place 

where he gathered a cult that praised him as a god. We need to investigate that. 

Aside from that... earning the Player's trust would come second. We need more Players as allies, so once 

we fight the Demon King of Death, we'll be much better prepared. 

I doubt it would be possible to form an alliance with the Knight's Order at this point, seeing how much 

they lost. Even if we gave them all back, they could attempt to backstab us... maybe. 

Maybe if I can use Maryrose's connections as the Rank 1 Player, we could find more Players willing to 

help us out. Though I don't really want to abuse her help. 

For now, exploring new territories is a must. Especially now that I can sense the Demon Kings through 

the Hourglass of Calamity, I can tell their presences or servants might be closer even in Arcadia. 

To the faraway Mountains where a country made by Dwarves is located, I heard there was an Evil 

Dragon that had recently woken up. It has a strong presence similar to Phantasmos, so we could go 

check that place as well. 

And in the Luminous Kingdom... I can't sense anything threatening in there, but talking with the people 

there and develop some sort of alliance with the Forest is a must so they don't misunderstand us as just 

a bunch of monsters. 

I explained to my friends what we needed to do now through the private chat with my friend group. 

They seemed to approve, and Mark said that by using his Map Function, he detected that there was Fire 

and Dark Attribute Monsters around our levels in the Dwarven Mountains. 

Perhaps going there first before the Luminous Kingdom would be wiser. The Dwarves might be 

struggling against the Evil Dragon's threat, and if that dragon's a servant of a Demon King, then we need 

to slay it asap! 

Ahhh, through there's a lot of work to do in home too, I feel like I'm trying to escape my responsibilities 

a bit, haha... 

"I see, so you're planning to go to the Ashen Mountains." DarkReaper said, after we explained her our 

next destination. "We passed through that area but because it was so under level we didn't really cared 

much, to be honest. 

"Hahaha, but we did heard there was some sort of Boss in there! But because it was below Level 100, it 

seems DarkReaper wasn't interested and we went past it." Said RedPhoenix. 

"Well, our level difference is a bit too big, no? It would be boring if we went together. For now we could 

dedicate ourselves to checking on the other Guilds. Especially the Knight's Order." Said GoldenLady. 

"Hm, maybe we should pay them a visit, a nice vendetta would do good." Said my daughter, giggling 

maliciously. 

"V-Vendetta?! You want to go kill them again?" I sighed. "Just give them a break..." 



"Not killing, we just want to talk." My daughter said. "It is a bit of an intimidating tactic, so they don't 

dare annoy us again." 

"DarkReaper is experienced in this field..." Anna sighed. 

"Anyways after that we'll do our daily boss battles." Said GoldenLady. "We've got a lot of Guild 

Contribution done too! Here." 

Ding! 

[Your Guild has earned 86000 Guild Contribution!] 

[Current Guild Contribution]: [786000/50000] 

"Wow, so much!" I was shocked. "It is almost as much as we earned from the Guild Battle... We've got a 

lot of Contribution now." 

"We didn't earned it for nothing, Level Up the Guild to at least Level 3. After that, increase the level of 

the Skills, we need more drops." Said DarkReaper. 

She was ordering me around again... 

But she worked hard for it, so it's fine! 

And she's so cute! 

"Okay, fine." I nodded. 

Ding! 

[You've exchanged 350000 Guild Contribution!] 

[Your Guild Level has increased from Level 0 to Level 3!] 

[The Maximum Amount of Guild Members has increased from 25 to 55!] 

[The Guild has unlocked new Skills that can be purchased.] 

[Guild Skills Max Levels can now go up to Level 5!] 

[The New Skills: [Guild War Attack: Lv0] [Guild War Defense: Lv0] and [Guild War Restoration: Lv0] have 

been unlocked.] 

"Nice, there's some new and useful looking Skills that unlocked!" I said. "Let's see... Let's learn them all 

now, shall we?" 

Ding! 

[You've exchanged 70000 Guild Contribution] 

[Your Guild has acquired the [Hunting Maniacs: Lv0] [PVP Lovers: Lv0] [Guild War Attack: Lv0] [Guild War 

Defense: Lv0] and [Guild War Restoration: Lv0] Skills!] 

[Current Guild Contribution]: [366000/300000] 



Now, I should probably level up the ones that are most important for now. 

Ding! 

[You've exchanged 75000 Guild Contribution] 

[The [Boss Slayers: Lv1/10] Guild Skill Level has increased to Level 5!] 

[You've exchanged 75000 Guild Contribution] 

[The [Hunting Maniacs: Lv1/10] Guild Skill Level has increased to Level 5!] 

[You've exchanged 75000 Guild Contribution] 

[The [Money Grubbers: Lv1/10] Guild Skill Level has increased to Level 5!] 

[You've exchanged 75000 Guild Contribution] 

[The [PVP Lovers: Lv1/10] Guild Skill Level has increased to Level 5!] 

"It's done!" I said, showing the Skills to my friends. 

[Boss Slayers: Lv5/10] [Increases Damage Dealt Against Boss-type Monsters by +50%] [Cost: 30000 GC] 

[Money Grubbers: Lv5/10] [Increases Gold Dropped from monsters by +50%] [Cost: 30000 GC] 

[Hunting Maniacs: Lv5/10] [Increases EXP earned from slaying Monsters by +50% [Cost: 30000 GC] 

[PVP Lovers: Lv5/10] [Increases Damage Dealt Against other Players by +50%] [Cost: 35000 GC] 

"Level 5! Ooh! I can feel the power already! So this is the benefit of being part of a Guild!" Said 

DarkReaper. "Alright, let's go tell those idiots to not mess with us and then we'll go sweep some Weekly 

Bosses!" 

My daughter rampantly ran out of the house with her two friends, she was very energetic... 
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Once the girls disappeared from the scene, we were able to finally relax a bit more and be able to talk 

about what we went through, we needed to update Lily on everything because she wasn't there with us. 

As someone that also know the truth and all, she needed to know the bare minimum. 

"I-I see, so a lot really happened! You even meet agents from a secret paranormal agency? Oh my, it is 

like those 80's movies I used to enjoy with my mother in the cinema." Lily giggled, recalling her past. 

"Ah, it also kind of reminds me of men in black a bit! Don't you think?" 

"U-Uh, yeah, maybe." I said while giggling a bit. "Though it was much more different. They gave me their 

numbers… And there's the whole hunter thing. Well, you've seen the news already, right?" 

"Yeah, I've learned a few things… Well, I am relieved everything went alright, even if in that last minute 

you guys were almost… dragged by the Demon King of Death." She sighed in relief; her adorable 

Brownie avatar was cute when she sighed. 
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"More importantly, it would be nice if we could meet up together to give you some equipment and 

magic… Wait, Lily are you willing to help?" Wondered Rita. 

"Yeah, I wouldn't want to force you if you don't really want to." I said. 

"Same." Mark nodded. "Though… another partner would be really useful." 

"I had the entire week to think about it… My life has been rather uninteresting. I have… always regretted 

not doing so many things I ever wanted." She sighed. "I feel like if I let go of this opportunity to help 

protect my world, I might regret it in the future like I've regretted the many other things I never tried, 

nor I sought in my younger years." 

Lily had a rather lonely life. She had told me a few times about how she had regretted never having tried 

to find a man in her younger years, and how lonely she feels now while most of her friends are all 

married women. I helped her back then in her plant shop, so I am willing to help her once more. 

"So?" Asked Rita. 

"It is a yes~" Lily said with a gentle smile. "I would… love to me at you guys side! I-I want to do 

something… more special, more important, maybe? I… feel like I must." 

"I guess it's decided then." I nodded. "Great Spirit, can you feel from here what affinities she might 

have?" 

"Hmmm…" The Great Spirit analyzed Lily for a little while. "She might have the knack for it! But isn't she 

already awakening some sort of power in her own?" 

"Eh?!" We all reacted in shock. 

"A-Ah… W-Well, something like that…" Lily sighed. "Some days ago I suddenly started hearing the plants 

in my shop… talk. And other times, I hear the laughter of, perhaps spirits. O-Oh, and one of my plants 

was beginning to grow… very big, and dancing." 

"D-Dancing plants?" Asked Rita. 

"Well, I guess you're awakening a power by yourself, but a magic circle will help you learn spells much 

more easily too, so it will be a plus." I nodded. 

"Yaay!" Lily celebrated. "I'll be looking forward to that! When are we doing it?" 

"Maybe tomorrow morning?" Asked Mark. 

"Yeah, sounds good." I agreed. 

"Ugh, okay, I'll have to wake up early in the morning though, what a pain." Rita sighed. 

"Anyways! Now that we are done with this, we should quickly move to our next task." I said. "Before 

departing I would like to first adress the situation of the territory! I'll be building a wall as well, and we'll 

level up many other buildings and the village so it can grow much bigger!" 

I had a lot of Community Points available right now, so I wanted to spend them into reinforcing my 

territory defenses and increasing the village's size and other things. I was also thinking about helping 



Titania rebuild her city faster through this method, but I don't know if she'll accept more of my help, she 

is quire prideful at the end. 

"Let's see…" As I stood above the house's rooftop, I checked the town's infrastructures and the 

blueprints I had. 

<Registered Buildings> 

[Rustic Wooden House: Lv1] x25 

[Rustic Tree House: Lv1] x25 

[Living Wood Wall: Lv1] x4 

[Rough Paved Road: Lv1] x5 

[Public Bathroom: Lv1] x5 

[Guardian Spirit Totems: Lv1] x4 

Hmm, I had the same as before anyways, nobody here can create the special buildings I can, and those 

they people have made themselves seem to not be registered. However, if I search deeper, it seems I 

can still "upgrade" them using resources until they become registered. 

Leveling up buildings will increase their habitable area tremendously and will also increase their stats. 

They often have Effects, sometimes they'll help at resting well, other times they might even have effects 

that can increase stats, magic, or something else. 

And then there are my current blueprints… 

<Blueprints> 

[Blueprint: Small Farm] x1, 

[Blueprint: Stone Walls] x1, 

[Blueprint: Wooden Watch Tower] x1 

[Blueprint: Mushroom Farm] x1, 

[Blueprint: Mushroom Castle] x1 

There are two ways to get Blueprints, one is as rewards from Territory Management-related Quests, and 

the other by creating them. All the previous buildings that already exist are registered as blueprints, and 

the ones in this list are the ones I've received from quests, which are unique and I haven't tried to 

construct myself. 

The benefit of Blueprints is that I can use them like magic scrolls, by simply offering the necessary 

materials, the blueprints will activate and create the whole building in a single second, facilitating the 

expansion and growth process tremendously. 

I suppose I could start by building something classy, how about my own castle? A cute mushroom castle 

will do! 



"Use Blueprint: [Mushroom Castle]!" I said, using the commands as several materials inside of my 

Inventory quickly disappeared, alongside a good chunk of my MP. 

Ding! 

[You've exchanged x250 Mushroom-type Items, x1000 Large Stones, x1000 Wood Pieces, and 5000 MP] 

[The construction of the [Mushroom Castle] Building has started.] 

FLUOOOSH! 

Right in the area I designated, a building started to materialize out of particles of light and pixels, it was 

a sight to behold… 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 500: Special Castle Skills 

A big castle beautifully decorated with colorful mushroom caps emerged in just a few seconds since I 

gave the command, this power was really ridiculous… it was only limited to my own territory though, 

but yeah, it was rather insane. 

Ding! 

[The [Mushroom Castle: Lv1] Building has been built!] 

[Mushroom Castle: Lv1] 

[Building Type]: [Castle] 

[Building Quality]: [B+] 

[Level Up Cost]: [x250 Mushroom-type Items] [x1000 Large Stones] [x1000 Wood Pieces] [6000 MP] 

[10000 Community Points] 

[Effect]: [Reign] [Territory Center] [Population Growth] 

[Description] 

A beautiful and giant castle beautifully decorated with many colorful mushrooms and resembling a 

building straight out of a fairy tale. As a Castle, it has the authority to enhance the strength of the 

population and also of the King or Queen that sits on the throne, alongside other abilities that can be 

unlocked over time, through leveling up the building. 

It seems to already have three Effects incorporated, and it is very spacious as well. Mark, Lily, and Rita 

were left flabbergasted as the building was constructed in just some seconds. The rest of the population 

was also shocked. 

"Wow, lady Planta, you made this?!" Acorn that was studying with his grandpa came out of his house to 

see the commotion. 

"Incredible…" The Gnome chief said. 
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"S-Such a beautiful castle! Filled with mushrooms! Is this an homage to our kin, milady?" Asked the 

Myconid Chief. 

The Mushroom Brigade, who had been busy doing many things to maintain and help the community 

were also gathered here, fascinated. 

"Our Mushroom Lady has created her Mushroom Castle! Hurray!" Sporegon said, raising his sword. 

"Huzaaaah!" The other Mushroom Brigade members celebrated. 

"Hahaha, I was surprised…" Mark said. "I guess I registered it as easy to make a home made of wood but 

something out of nowhere like this? It feels like those old town-building games, to be honest." 

"Right?" I laughed. "It remind me of those I used to play when I was younger… Well, let's go explore the 

interior, everyone!" 

Like that, we explored the interior of the castle. There were over twenty separate rooms, alongside a 

bigger, fancier room inside which was the room of the Mushroom King or Queen. 

The castle came with some basic wooden furniture, beautifully decorated with mushroom shapes, 

simple beds were also included, which had a spongy mushroom-like cushions. There were open 

windows without glass, and no toilet. 

Well, Players don't need to go to the toilet, weirdly enough, but NPC do go to the toilet, so I guess it 

might end up being rather annoying… Thankfully there are toilets outside. There was a kitchen though, 

with the most basic things. 

"It is a fairly good castle for a Level 1 Building." I nodded, sitting in the throne of Mushroom King/Queen. 

"Phew, this throne seat is really comfy- Uwaah?!" 

FLAAAASH! 

The moment I sat down, I felt as if my own powers activated, flowing into the rest of the castle, which 

then were irradiated into the rest of the town. 

Ding! 

[The Effects of the [Mushroom Castle: Lv1] have been activated as the Queen has been registered by 

sitting on the throne.] 

[The [Reign] [Territory Center] [Population Growth] Effects have been activated.] 

What do these Abilities even do? 

[Reign]: [Once the Queen or King is registered, your ability over your subjects increases, making them 

naturally trust you much better. You can also ensue [Orders] by spending Community Points.] 

[Territory Center]: [As the center of your Territory, this castle will be the only one you can have within a 

long radius of 50 kilometers. Decreases Necessary Materials for Building Construction and Upgrades by -

50%.] 



[Population Growth]: [As the King or Queen are registered, their power is shared with all subjects, 

increasing their stats based on 10% of all of your Stats. Your Magical Affinities and Skills can be partially 

shared, helping your population learn a part of your strength to better defend your territory.] 

These abilities are pretty good! I can share my power with my subjects now?! It seems it even affected 

Players, as Mark, Lily, and everyone else felt slightly stronger. Though there aren't many bonuses for 

me… actually none! 

Well, not like I care that much. This Community is mostly to protect these people I care and love. Now, I 

should probably upgrade the castle? I do have over 22k Community Points anyways… Let's see, let's 

upgrade it up to Level 3, which seems to be the level cap for me at the moment. 

Ding! 

[The Necessary Materials have been reduced by -50% due to the effects of the [Mushroom Castle] 

Building.] 

[You've exchanged [x425 Mushroom-type Items] [x2000 Large Stones] [x2000 Wood Pieces] [7000 MP] 

[11000 Community Points]!] 

[The [Mushroom Castle: Lv1] Building has begun upgrading!] 

FLAAAASH! 

Around us, the entire building started to grow more fancier. The windows had actual glass windows 

now. More fine decorations appeared, large pillars sustained the entire castle much better, and even 

many other rooms emerged here and there. 

Especially, in the back of the castle, a large backyard with what seemed to be a series of tiny buildings 

appeared, and what looked like a Training Camp. 

Ding! 

[The [Mushroom Castle: Lv1] Building has leveled up to Level 3!] 

[It has gained the new Effects: [Ruler's Strength] and [Training Camp]!] 

[Mushroom Castle: Lv3] 

[Building Type]: [Castle] 

[Building Quality]: [B+++] 

[Level Up Cost]: [x500 Mushroom-type Items] [x2000 Large Stones] [x2000 Wood Pieces] [6000 MP] 

[8000 Community Points] 

[Effect]: [Reign] [Territory Center] [Population Growth] [Ruler's Strength] [Training Camp] 

[Description] 

A beautiful and giant castle beautifully decorated with many colorful mushrooms and resembling a 

building straight out of a fairy tale. As a Castle, it has the authority to enhance the strength of the 



population and also of the King or Queen that sits on the throne, alongside other abilities that can be 

unlocked over time, through leveling up the building. 

[Ruler's Strength]: [The Ruler of the Territory gains 2.5% of the stats of all its subjects as a buff as long as 

they remain within their Territory. It is also possible to learn their magic and skills, if they're compatible 

enough.] 

[Training Camp]: [A Training Camp has emerged at the back of the castle, where subjects can undergone 

training by hitting dummies, sparring, or undergoing hard physical exercise. Through this, they can grow 

stronger and gain EXP while also permanently increasing their stats and learn a variety of Skills. To 

ensure their growth, an [Order] is necessary, such as [Training Order].] 

These Effects are nuts! 


